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Some of the information may be found in other text-books, but, nowhere
else is it all collected into so short and convenient compass. Every general
practitioner will find himself in court at sometime in his life; most try to
avoid the necessity when possible. Coroner's courts are familiar to most,
and when in the coroner's court of the district in which he works the
general practitioner feels himselfin familiar, though unhappy, surroundings.
The other courts oflaw can have a quite frightening aura to those unfamiliar
with them. Any doctor faced with more than the most trivial appearance
would be wise first to read the relevant parts of this book.

Handbook for Medical Officers of Schools on School Health and
Communicable Diseases. Thirteenth edition. Issued by the Medical
Officers of Schools Association. Lond. J. & A. Churchill Ltd.
1962. Price 10s. 6d.

This handbook, having started as a " Code of Rules" first published
in 1885, has now reached a much enlarged 13th edition and has grown
considerably from the 12th edition published a few years ago. It has now
virtually grown into a text-book of school medicine.
The first six sections contain much useful information and advice on

school hygiene and the general organization of school medical services.
Section 4-Disinfection--contains a brief but excellent commentary on
the respective values of the better-known proprietary solutions available,
and ends with a timely warning about new and untried compounds.
Section 5-Immunization-follows an orthodox pattern. The brief
paragraph on influenza virus vaccine is couched in language worthy
of a Government Department replying to an awkward question; a firmer
line of advice would be an advantage! Section 7-Communicable
Diseases-accounts for about two-thirds of the whole handbook, and
as in previous editions is excellent, though the list becomes more formid-
able each time.

All members of the Medical Officers of Schools Association have of
course received a copy of the Handbook. Any non-members who deal
with school-children -in any numbers would be well-advised to acquire
one if possible.

Claude Bernard-and the Experimental Method in Medicine. J. M. D.
OLMsTED and E. HARRs OLMSTED. London, New York and Toronto.
Abelard-Schuman. 1952. Pp. 3-277. Price 21s.

Claude Bernard was born in 1813 in the village of Saint-Julien: he died
in 1878. His life-span covers that time in the history of.physiology and
medicine when the scientific basis of medical practice as we know it today
was being laid down. At the time of his birth almost nothing was known


